The MAGA RESET PLAN TO RESTORE THE REPUBLIC
by Dr. Scott Lively, Founder of SwampRangers.com

1. IN 2021 ORGANIZE THE MAGA MILLIONS INTO A GRASSROOTS ARMY
Great Grassroots beats Money and Media. We have the numbers and the passion. We need only structure to focus
our power.
2. NULLIFY ELECTION FRAUD THROUGH VOTER VALIDATION
Grassroots is about local focus and control. A good grassroots team, using just voter lists, precinct maps and basic
people skills, can personally validate all the actual living, qualified voters in any geographic area starting months
before the election, educate them on voter integrity, and partner with them to defeat vote fraud in their own precincts
using simple effective tactics.
3. IN 2022 TAKE MAGA CONTROL OF 38 STATE LEGISLATURES TO ACHIEVE AN UNSTOPPABLE
PEOPLES’ SUPER-MAJORITY UNDER THE US CONSTITUTION
The ultimate power under (and over) the US Constitution (per Article 5) is a peoples’ super-majority of 3/4 of the
state legislatures. With firm control of 38 state legislatures united on a MAGA agenda, neither the President, nor the
US Congress, nor the Supreme Court can thwart the will of the people.
4A. IN 2023 HOLD AMERICA’S FIRST-EVER ARTICLE 5 CONVENTION OF STATES
It takes 2/3 of the states to convene an Article 5 Convention, and 3/4 of the states to ratify its actions. This
convention would have absolute plenary power to restore the constitution to the original intent of the Founders,
restore states’ authority over the federal government, add amendments for such things as term limits, a balanced
budget, and election integrity, and strip the Supreme Court of the power to interfere in the decisions of the
convention.
OR
4B. IN 2023 FORM A COMPACT OF STATES TO ENFORCE THE 10TH AMENDMENT
If we fall short of the 3/4 threshold or reasonably conclude that the elites could sabotage or hijack the Convention of
States, we instead create a Compact of States to make necessary demands upon the federal government, backed by a
refusal to cooperate with federal policies and mandates, and changes in tax collection and budgeting to break free
from dependence on federal financial disbursals, ending state financial contributions to the feds and forming an
assistance league within the Compact of States to neutralize the threat of federal retaliation.
5. ESTABLISH MAGA CONTROL OVER THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT AND THE CULTURE IN
2024 AND BEYOND BY FOLLOWING THE RESET STRATEGY
RESET means Run Every Seat Every Time! Through all of the steps above, we train the MAGA millions to take and
keep control of their government at the local level by contesting every seat, at every level, in every election: from
dog catcher, to library board, to school board, to every state and federal office – without regard for the odds of
winning or the opinions of the corrupt “campaign consultant” class. By doing so we build the broadest and deepest
“farm team” of principled, experienced candidates and campaign workers in American political history.
And by staying organized as a grassroots army, we can also reset the culture by focusing our economic/political clout
in boycotts, buycotts, recalls, referenda, and in raising up strong competitors to every elitist industry starting with
Big Media and Big Tech.
IF YOU HAVE SKILLS IN GRASSROOTS ORGANIZING TAKE THIS IDEA AND RUN WITH IT WITH
OUR BLESSING. IF YOU DON’T, OR YOU WANT TO PARTNER WITH THE ORIGINATOR OF THIS
PLAN, JOIN SWAMP RANGERS NOW! www.SwampRangers.com

